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SCANGRIP MATCHPEN R

        

   

Product price:  

49,90 € tax excluded  

  

Product description:  

SCANGRIP MATCHPEN R Rechargeable Pen Lamp 

SCANGRIP MATCHPEN R is a rechargeable pen lamp, lightweight and convenient to carry, with
excellent adjustable color rendering. SCANGRIP MATCHPEN R is a lamp designed for
inspection in the workshop and especially useful for detecting scratches, pinholes and swirl
marks.
The SCANGRIP lamp is equipped with a 2 COLOUR LIGHT function, offering you the possibility
to choose between 2 different color temperatures depending on the work at hand.
SCANGRIP MATCHPEN R is equipped with a focus function for concentrated and focused light
beam ranging from 10° to 45°. It can be easily recharged with the included USB cable.
SCANGRIP MATCHPEN R is made entirely of sturdy and durable aluminum supplied with solvent
resistant glass lens.

SCANGRIP MATCHPEN R is a faithful ally in any circumstance, from small maintenance to the
most complex and demanding, capable of delivering a light quality of 100 lumens.

The SCANGRIP lamp is equipped with an internal rechargeable battery that allows an autonomy
of 2.5 hours.

The portable lamp has an IP30 degree of protection, which ensures its operation and the
possibility of using it even in the most demanding circumstances, perfectly maintaining its
qualities.

The SCANGRIP is equipped with an internal rechargeable battery that allows 2 hours of
autonomy.

Technical features of the SCANGRIP MATCHPEN R rechargeable pen lamp:
Product type: Rechargeable pen lamp
Ultra high CRI LED
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92 CRI
4500/6500 KELVIN
700-8000 lux@0.5 m
100 lumens
Beam angle 10°-45°
2, 5 hours of operation
2.5 hours of charging
3.7V / 1100mAh Li-ion
Fall test up to 1 m
IP30
88g

In the special section dedicated to lamps and lightglobe you can find all the best professional
mobile lighting systems on the market at bargain prices.

Image and technical data are not binding and may be subject to revision by the supplier.
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